
isle of dogs enters dog and cat food categories with nourishtm  
Promoting healthy, beautiful lives through complete, balanced meals sourced in New Zealand

Germantown, WI - Isle of Dogs, the premier health and beauty brand for dogs, is entering new territory with the 
introduction of nourishTM, a line of air-dried, grain-free dog and cat food. With 90% real, raw meat along with 
coconut oil, vitamins and minerals, their simple recipes are designed to support a beautifully balanced and joyful 
life for dogs and cats. 

Sourced in New Zealand, nourishTM food is gently air-dried at low temperatures,  
in small batches, to naturally preserve the meat without using artificial 
preservatives. This process keeps the ingredients fresh so pets benefit from 
all of the nutritional goodness of over 90% real, raw meat, without the mess. 
Perfect as a meal, a topper or a treat, these savory recipes have a taste and 
texture even the pickiest of pets can’t resist.

Each recipe in the nourishTM line was developed to support a healthy, 
beautiful life with simple, nutritious ingredients pet parents can recognize. 
Starting with muscle and organ meat to maximize protein, nourishTM is 
completely free of GMOs, animal meals, grains, corn, gluten, soy, potatoes, 
lentils, and artificial preservatives, flavors and colors; leaving room for 
the beneficial ingredients that matter including green-lipped mussels, dried 
kelp, dried chicory, and coconut oil. This 
is truly what grain-free is supposed to be. 

This perfect combination delivers a variety of vitamins, minerals, amino acids, 
healthy fats, antioxidants and enzymes to keep pets healthy, shiny and happy.

“Providing a joyful life for our dogs starts with the nutrition we choose for them. 
nourishTM is a multi-functional line, combining ingredients that support both 
inner wellness and outer beauty with each recipe,” says Erin Clemens, Director  
of Marketing and Product Development. “By offering pet parents the healthiest 
of choices in food, treats, and supplements, we aim to help every pet thrive.”
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Consisting of wholesome, simple-recipe meals, made with humanely- 
raised New Zealand meat, Isle of Dogs’ nourishTM line will be available  
in June 2017 at independent pet supply stores and chains, natural  
food retailers and online. Available in Beef, Lamb & Venison, and Chicken  
recipes, nourishTM dog food comes in 2lb boxes (with 4 individual 8-ounce 
resealable pouches) for $34.99 MSRP and 5lb bags for $79.99 MSRP. 
For cats, nourishTM’s Chicken and Salmon recipe comes in a 2lb box 
(with 4 individual 8-ounce resealable pouches) for $34.99 MSRP.

The nourishTM line also includes jerky treats, dental treats and  
supplements. To learn more, visit iodogs.com.

isle of dogs
With a rich heritage in the competitive world of show dogs, Isle of Dogs offers a unique perspective on the impact 
of nutrition on both health and beauty. Their full line now combines natural grooming products with nutritionally 
superior foods, treats and supplements to promote wellness and beauty from within. Isle of Dogs’ products are 
sourced and made in the USA and New Zealand, and created with integrity to support a beautifully balanced 
and joyful life for dogs and cats. You can learn more about us at iodogs.com, or connect with us on Facebook, 
Twitter or Instagram.  

http://www.iodogs.com
http://www.iodogs.com
https://www.facebook.com/Isle-of-Dogs-78812435639/
https://twitter.com/iodogs
https://www.instagram.com/iodogs/

